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In the last two issues of the IWTC Newsletter, attention was focused on
planning and preparations for two major world conferences on women, to be held
in Copenhagen in July, 1980: the official Conference for the UN Decade for
Women, and the parallel, non-governmental conference, the NGO_Mid-Decade Forum.
Although it is impossible to capture the intensity and enthusiasm of these two
events or to detail the depth and diversity of topics discussed, you will find
a summary review of both conferences on pages 26 & 27 in this newsletter. You
may find of particular interest the several publications and productions the
IWTC has planned as follow-up to these world gatherings. The two Mid-Decade
slide/tape sets will be available in October and the other three publications.a participant list, a bibliography of books, papers, and periodicals, and a
~orkshop contact list, will be ready shortly thereafter. Detailed descriptions and ordering information for these productions can be found on pages
30 - 32.
Perhaps one of the most exciting outcomes of the Forum was the emergence of
networks around specific issues, and the expansion of already existing networks. The formation and development of these networking activities should
move what happened in Copenhagen beyond a defined time and space and number
of participants to the larger world community. And that's what liberation is
all about, not for a few, but for everyone. The networks described in this
newsletter represent a few of the many networks now taking shape . . . If
you're involved in one, let us know so we can share this information with
others.
Complete sets of the daily newspaper, FORUM 80, (13 issues) which
reported on both the Forum and Conference events, and included listings
of the daily workshops and panels, are available from IWTC at a cost
of $15.00. There are limited copie~ only of one or two issues.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S TRIBUNE CENTRE, INC.: 305 East 46th Street, 6th Floor,
New York, New York 10017 U.S.A.
Telephone: (212) 421-5633.
IWTC STAFF: Mildred E. Persinger, President; Anne S. Walker Director·
Vicki J. Semler, Assoc. Director; Martita Midence, Librarian'. Vicky Mejia
L.A. Coordinator; Joanne Sandler, Financial Coordinator· Barbara Moore
'
Administrative Assistant.
'
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NETWORKING CAN BE:
•formal with a definite organisational structure and a wellplanned, well-financed programme of action; or
.
•informal, a coming together of women t~ share mutua~ interests
and concerns, meeting when the need arises and lacking a
structure or mode of operation; it can be,
·-unseen and invis.ible;
-conscious or unconscious.

NETWORKING CAN BE:
·personal, to achieve personal growth and development objectives;
·political, to mobilize action around a specific issue; or
·professional, to link people with similar professional interests.

NETWORKING CAN BE:
•international, Joining women from different regions of the world;
-regional, based on problems unique to a particular region;
·national, bringing women together based on concerns unique to
conditions in that country, such as legal or economic problems;
·local,links women within a community for action on a specific issue
of local concern.

NETWORKING CAN BE:
·i~d~vidu~l, putting one person in touch with another person with
similar interests, these people may have similar professional skills
or they may have different skills which are complementary and
'
necessary for resolving a problem· or
· institutional, among organi·zati·ons' wh"1c h h, ave agreed to join forces
in resolving a common problem,
'
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puts you in touch with other women concerned about the same issues;
,-

gives you specific information which
you won't find in the "mass media";
gives you a "broad" picture of the
issue you are dealing with;
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informs you how other individuals
or groups are resolving the problems;
provides you with names . of people and/
or organisations who may help you by
providing technical or financial assistance;
assures you that you are not acting in
isolation, but are part of a larger
group struggling with similar issues;
informs you of various options or
directions you have before you;
pools efforts and energies to create
a collective front to problems;

of t e world;
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specific iss.:

gives greater visibility to the issue
through collective action;
infol"llls you of training opportunities,
workshops, meetings, which may be of
interest;
gives you new ideas and perspectives
on a problem;
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provides a channel of communication at
local 1 national, regional, or worldwide
levels.
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Networking, the coming together of women ~i~h simila~ i~t:rests and
concerns, was perhaps one of the most exciting and significant ~utcomes of the Copenhagen Forum. Networking is a proces~, a con~ept,
a technique, and as many of you read these pages you will realise
that you've been involved in "networking" for years. So why so
much attention to it now? Because the potential of networking to
break the barriers of isolation that have separated women is crucial
if we are to achieve the objectives we have set before us.
As you read the following pages, you will realise that there are
many different kinds of networks covering a broad range of issues
and, frequently, individuals are engaged in several different networks simultaneously depending on their interests. The concept is
one of a less formal nature than an organisation or association of
women. There is seldom a hierarchical structure, the organising
functions rotate, there are no acknowledged leaders, and success is
dependent upon the commitment of the participating members to actively contribute and work towards agreed upon goals. Because networks usually arise out of a sense of isolation among individuals,
one of their basic functions is to support the efforts of each
other and to share information and ideas.
The networks described on the following pages are just a few in
which women are actively engaged. This is by no means a comprehensive list of existing networks for women. Many groups formed
around ~ssues such as :ducation, older women, sexual slavery, and
alcoholism; the IWTC will report on these in more detail in its
forthcoming publication, the Mid-Decade Action Guide described
on p~ge 30 of this newsletter. The networks selected reflect a
ba~ance between those which existed prior to Copenhagen and those
which emerged at the Forum. ~n all cases, they are women-specific
n~tworks,and seek to ad~ress issue~ from a woman-oriented perspective. The groups described are, with one exception, international,

••

1h~ w:>p,'Gb~~~N
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involving women from different countries and different regions of
the world. Although you will note that many of the addresses given
as contact points are either European or North American, this does
not reflect a focus of action in either region. Rather, it can
be attributed to the availability of administrative support to
respond to requests and facilitate the exchange of information,
as well as cheaper costs for printing and paper. It should also
be noted that the activities described under future plans of the
network are, in most instances, suggested ideas for possible
action and do not reflect a well-d~fined or financed programme
of action. In all cases, the networks are open and eager to
hear from you. Your ideas, concerns, activities, and views on
the issue will be most welcome -- it is this exchange of information and experience that is vital to making a network work.
Most of the groups described have plans for some publication in
the coming months, a contact list of interested people in different countries, or, at the very least, a willingness to establish ongoing correspondence with other interested women.
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Finally, the networking efforts of women during the past decades
should be acknowledged for their contributions to the worldwide
women's movement. Without doubt, there would have been no International Women's Year and no Decade for Women without their untiring labour, on behalf of women everywhere. In particular, acknowledgement should be given to those professional networks of women
and women's organisations working at the international level who
have provided the groundwork for the exchange of experiences
among women from different countries, and especially for those
women's groups and coalitions who have mobilised support for
the cause of peace and di sarmament.
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PURPOSE:

To increase the exchange of news and information about women, among
women in different regions; to promote the dissemination and publication of news items about women and by women which project a
more positive and realistic image of women; to explore the offer
by Inter Press Service (IPS - a Th-frd World Ne11s agency) of the
utilisation of IPS services in achieving these purposes.

SCOPE:

International.

CONTACT:.

Anne S. Walker, International Women's Tribune Centre, Inc.,
305 East 46th Street, 6th Floor, New York, New York 10017 U.S.A.

PROBLEMS:

•lack of faciltttes for regular, international exchange of information and news of concern to women;
-lack of information about problems, programmes, and issues that
affect women worldwide;
-isolation of women, especially rural women and the urban poor;
·negative and sex-stereotyped image of women in mass media;
•distorted and incorrect reporting of women's issues and activities in the mass media;
·lack of support for women in crisis situations.

PRESENT
ACTION:

FUTURE
ACTION:

PUBLICATTITNS:

·analyse the ways in which women fro~ different reaions utilised
IPS wire service coverage of the world conferences in Copenhagen
(IWTC Newsletter #12 published a listing of IPS phone numbers
for contact);
·dis!ribute Copenhagen IPS news coverage as reported by an international team of women journalists·
·collect articles and news items ab~ut Copenhagen appearing in
newspapers and periodicals·
-di~cuss at n~tional and lo~al levels · the IPS dffer for collabor~tion_among interested journalists and organisations·
-~de~t~ft other j?urnal~sts, writers, and organisatio~s interested
in JO~ning the discussion of IPS wire service offer·
·meet in_November,_1980 in New York City to consider'future
strategies regarding IPS wire service offer and the expansion
of the network.
-~ontinue discussions with IPS and determine a desirable working ~greement_for use of the wire services;
-con~i~er appointment of _full-time coordinator to monitor and
faci~itate use of IPS wire services based on November 1980
meeting;
'
:~~pan1_net~~rk of part~cipating journalists and organisations;
, t_rma ise e systematic exchange of news items and informaion among women worldwide·
·develop working relationships and liaison with
. t·
media services, publications, and organisations~xis ing women's
Package of IPS news coverage of c
h
national team of women journalist~pen agen as ~eported by ~nterCopenhagen activities
undertaken by(~sis·/$Q5uest
.00),(and
analysis of
·
U.S.$10.00).
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PURPOSE:

To improve the exchange of experience and ideas among women working on behalf of women in rural areas in Africa; to create a
structure which would serve as a recognised means of channeling
funds from development assistance agencies directly to nongovernmental organisation' s (NGO's) women's programmes; to monitor
and coordinate the activities of NGO's involved in women's projects in A f r i c a . ~

Inc . ,
017 U.S ..

SCOPE:

Africa. ,

ge of in.

CONTACT: fanny Dontoh-Russell, APPLE/U AID Project, P.O. Box 4625,
Accra, Ghana.
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quent under-utilisation of common resources;
·inadequate delivery of services, both technical assistance and
financial support, to rural communities due to bureaucratic
delays;
·,
-difficulty for NGO's to receive funding allocations within a
reasonable time period when monies are channeled through government agencies.

1

·provide a follow-up report to Forum workshops outlining the
-....,___discussions a.oout the _needs common to NGO' s women's programmes /
m-Africa, and the planned strategies for future action;
/
•appoint a regionally representative interim committee to plan·
and organise a follow-up meeting in Accra, Ghana;
/
·generate open dialogue between funding agency representatives
and project-level personnel;
\
-establish and maintain communication with the U.N. Economic,Commission for Africa's African Training and Research Centre for
Women for future collaboration and support.
)

)
·create organisational structures to allow both technical anf
financial assistance to African women's projects to be increasingly responsive to their needs and progralllTle requirements;
-strengthen the ability for mobilisation and communication among
all NGO women's programmes in Africa· through increased collaboration and mutual support;
J
·sponsor a second organisational meeting in Accra, Ghana to draft
a constitution and by-laws, and determine organisation role and
structure;
/
-identify various channels of communication to improve the exchange
of information and ideas among women's programmes in Africa .
None at present.
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PURPOSE:

To promote the unbrokered exchange of video-tape ma!eri~ls among
women globally; to create linkages among women ~orking i~ the
field of video; to exchange independent productions outside the
male-dominated media machinery.

To
nat
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SCOPE:

International.

tio
ati
dev

CONTACT:

Haruko K. Watanabe, HKW Video Workshop, 27-10 3 Chome, Matsunoki,
Suginami-ku, .rokyo 166, Japan.

Int

PROBLEMS:

-male-dominated media;
.distorted image of women in the media;
,censorship, editing, and dilution of issues and messages of importance to women in the media;
.
,lack of access for women to training and equipment;
.
-lack of distribution channels for women's video within countries;
,lack of established channels for the exchange of women's video
productions between countries;
.
.
-lack of women policy makers in the established media exchange
orga~isations.

PRESENT
ACTION:

FUTURE
ACTION:

PUBLICATIONS:

Kat
021
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cur
-increase the possibilities for the distribution of women's video
production internationally;
-share contacts for distribution, and promote the exchange of
ideas through compiling lists of people and organisations active
in the field;
·promote the informal exchange of video materials pertaining to
women globally;
·
-increase the numbers of women receiving training in video-tape
design and production by apprenticing women to male professionals
in camera work, lighting, editing, and directing work.
-produce and disseminate a directory of women professionals in the
field of video production, as well as a directory of distribution
locations for video materials;
,coordinate a meeting for women pr9fessionals in Tokyo, Japan, 1981 .
. publish a newsletter or video cassette containing information on
the distribution of video materials, training programmes, production techniques, and other information vital to women in the field;
·initiate sate 11 i te broadcasts of women's work·
·establish an archive of video materials (in~luding all types of
tape fo~mats from portopak to quad) by, for, and about women, and
a clearinghouse of information about these materials·
•establish viewing rooms around the world;
'
-develop a means for the direct exchange of video materials to .
increase t~e ~c~essibility of ·women's video productions on a
lo~al ~nd individual basis, avoiding the need for a central distribution source;
•encourage ~he use of video-tapes as a tool in development projects.
See FUTURE ACTION.
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PURPOSE:

To increase understanding of women's role in national and internationai food systems and to encourage communication among con cerned individuals, particularly those active in policy formulation and implementation; to disseminate research, project information, and documents relating to policy planning and programme
development.

S-COPE:

International

CONTACT:

Kathleen Cloud, 24 Peabody Terrace, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02138 U.S.A.

PROBLEMS:

-lack of information and inadequate recognition regarding women's
role in food production, distribution, processing, storage,
trading, and consumption;
'
•policydecisio"nsthat do not reflect the role of women in food
systems.made by development planners in government ministries
and international development agencies;
,
-inadequate access to government documents,policy statements;
current research, and up-to-date programme information.

PRESENT
ACTION:
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PUBLICAfioNS:

\

·distributesa ;1informal newsletter containing information on
current research and policy decisions;
-disseminites occasional packets of resource lists, technical
information, and policy statements pertaining to agriculture
and food systems;
·conducts workshops for university women working in the area of
women, agriculture, and food systems in international development.
-establish contact with national machineries and the U.N. Reoional
Commissions' women's units;
•develop collaborative project design workshops with ministry and
university level women involved in food and agriculture fields;
•establish an international advisory board;
-establish a clearinghouse for information on materials available
and on organisations working in the field;
,
.facilitate the exchange of professional women within ministries,
development agenc ies, and universities working internationally
in the foo~ and agriculture field;
.formalise the newsletter within the coming year;
•sponsor the Second International Conference on Women and Food, .1983.
-informal newsletter;
•occas~onal mailings .
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PURPOSE:

To form a support network for advocacy_and direct programme
assistance among women active in the field of_adult and nonformal education and to encourage the collect1on_a~d exchange
of current programme information on issues of cr1t1cal concern to women.

SCOPE:

International

CONTACT:

Margaret Gayfer, International Council for Adult Education (ICAE),
29 Prince Arthur Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5R 1B2

PROBLEMS:

PRESENT
ACTION:

FUTURE
ACTION:

PUBLICAfTI)NS:

•lack of understanding of the current state of knowledge and practice concerning women's adult education programmes;
·lack of access to information concerning specific goals, methodologies, programme strengths and weaknesses, problems resolutions,
and evaluations;
•inadequate understanding of problems and strengths of progranmes
that integrate non-formal learning (as in health, literacy, incomeraising skills) with other educational training;
·insufficient attention paid to the needs of rural women and the
women forming the "urban poor".
•identify and ~contact both researchers and practitioners active in
adult and non-formal education for women;
·establish-a core group of ICAE regionally-representative women
coordinators working cooperatively with institutions, training
centres, liaison associations, and individual women;
·initiate a project to: (1) collect print materials (i.e. case
studies, progress reports) that describe the specific nature of
programmes in Third World countries for women, the 'lessons
learned,' and the implieations for future research; (2) coordinate distribution and analysis of the materials collected from
Third World regions.
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·form a systematic means of linking women professionals in the field
to upgrade the exchange of information and the channels for communication;
-sponsor a seminar for the regional coordinators (November, 1981) to
assess findings, determine an action plan, and identify areas of
future focus;
•monitor and provide follow-up on issues raised in conferences,
documents, and policy statements that affect policy planning and
programme development . .
Special issues, "Women speaking for ourselves on full participation
in adult education and decision-making," Conver,gence, Spring, 1980.
I

Proposed column covering Network activities in Convergence.
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PURPOSE:

To promote the exchange of information on critical issues affecting
women's health at an international level; to encourage an increased
awareness among women regarding such issues as: reproductive
health including, abortion, sterilisation, birth control, and child
birth; older women's health; role of multi-nationals including the
drug industry; occupational health; and violence against women.

SCOPE:

International

CONTACT:

Of the many groups participating in this network, either of the
following may be contacted: Judy Norsigian/Norma Swenson, c/o
The Boston Women's Health Collective, P.O. Box 192, West Sommerville,
Massachusetts 02144 U.S.A or ISIS, Case Postale 301, 1227 Geneva
Switzerland.

PROBLEMS:

•lack .of awareness among women regarding their rights and options
on matters affecting their health and well-being, both physical
and mental;
•negative impact of .certain Western medical practices and technologies on women's health and control;
·
-distribution and marketing practices of multi-nationals, especially
drug companies, in developing countries in dispensing items in a
manner hazardous to women's health;
,lack of information on how to set up a women's health centre;
·isolation of women engaged in women's health concerns;
-unresponsiveness of medical profession to women's health needs;
,discrimination against women health workers;
-inadequate training opportunities for women in health care fields;
•lack of research into areas affecting women's health.
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FUTURE
ACTION:
PUBLICATIONS:

•dissemination of information regarding health issues affecting
women;
.referral service responding to requests on health issues and
liaison to other networks when necessary and appropriate;
-compilation, maintenance, and publication of a directory of
women's health resources including centres, publications, and
people active in the field;
-identification and contact with women's health groups worldwide.
.expand network of individuals/qro~ps working in women's health.
Produces a bi-monthly women's health packet available on request to
women's health groups only, with a donation. Also, International
Women's Health Resource Guide, produced in collaboration with
ISIS, second edition planned for 1981.

PURPOSE:

To promote the exchange of women in development (WID) information
materials; to support the establishment of WID res~urce ce~tres;
to devise ways of becoming more responsive to the 1nformat1on
needs of women with limited reading ability; to encourage the
inclusion of a WID information component in major development
information collections.

SCOPE:

International.

CONTACT:

Martita Midence, International Women's Tribune Centre, Inc.,
305 East 46th Street, 6th Floor, New York, New York 1001~ U.S.A;

(DNTACT:

.:::.:-:--

WID Thesaurus Project Committee: Sin Joan Yee, University of the
South Pacific, P.O. Box 1168, Suva, Fiji; Patricia MacClure,
New TransCentury Foundation, 1789 Columbia Road, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20009 U.S.A.
PROBLEMS:

PRESENT
ACTION:

FUTURE
ACTION:

PUBLICATIONS:

-lack of information about WID materials~
-lack of materials appropriate for use by women in rural areas;
-lack of guidelines to assist women in the establishment of
resource centres;
-lack of training opportunities, particularly for non-librarians
responsible for working in WID information centres;
·lack of contact among professional librarians working in the
WID field.
-establish contact with individuals and groups involved in the
collection/dissemination of WID information;
-collect names of institutions housing WID collections, and names
of people working in the field of WID information;
-identify visual materials appropriate for use by women with
limited reading ability;
•identify training materials for use by women in rural areas.
·initiate action on the development of a WID thesaurus including:
(1) collection of subject headings, key woras, & classification
schemes now in use, and (2) preparat,on of a working paper for
circulation among concerned librarians.
·organise training workshops for the establishment of WID resource
centres;
·identify funding sources to support the establishment of WID
resource centres, training programmes, and exchange consultancies
and internships;
·organise regional and, subsequently, international workshops to
produce and publish a WID thesaurus;
·publish a directory of WID materials which are highly visual
and/or appropriate for use in rural areas;
.encourage the inclusion of WID components in other development
information collections.
Informal correspondence.

See FUTURE ACTION for planned publications.
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PURPOSE:

To encourage the establishment of women's studies centres worldwide; to promote the exchange of ideas, experiences, and materials
among women's studies centres; to support the development of
research, curriculum development, publications, and public
policy in the field of women's studies.

SCOPE:

International.

CONTACT:

Vina Mazumdar, New Delhi , India. and Florence Howe, Old Westbury,
New York. Mailing address: Florence Howe, c/o Feminist Press,
Women's Studies Newsletter, Box 334, Old Westbury, New York U.S.A .

PROBLEMS:

·need for more support and recognition of the need for the establishment of women's studies centres within colleges and universities;
·need for improved channels of coIT1Tiunication for the exchange of
experiences and ideas among women's studies centres or individuals working in the field of women's studies;
·few opportunities to meet at regional or international levels
among individuals/groups engaged in the field of women's studies;
.need for greater awareness and an information base among individuals and groups regarding current developments and new directions
emerging in the field of women's studies at an international
level ;
·need for greater academic acceptance for the field .of women's
studies.
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·establish contact with women's studies centres and individuals
working in the field of women's studies worldwide;
·provide information regarding present and planned publications
in the field of women's studies;
•identify various means for disseminating information regarding
women's studies activities internationally;
•encourage the establishment of women's studies centres through
direct contact with appropriate institutions worldwide;
•exchange articles and books for informal translations among
network participants.
-propose international women's studies meeting for 1982;
•contact women's studies journals around the world to encourage
translations and dissemination of materials in the field;
-initiate a Women's Studies Registry.
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PUBLICAffoNS:

Tentatively, a November, 1980 edition of the Women's Studies Newsletter will carry an international supplement, and can be obtained
through the above U.S. contact. Additional international supplements of this newsletter are under consideration for 1982. Women's
Studies International Quarterly may devote an issue in 1980-81 to
this subject.
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To assist women in small income-producing activities through the
use of national financial resources; to provide women with technical
assistance and training in budgeting and financial ~anageme~t for
businesses; to encourage the exchange of ideas and 1nformat1on
regarding mechanisms for financing; to strengthen the network of
women who participate in financial decision-making in their
economies.

SCOPE:

International

CONTACT:

Virginia Sauerwein, Women's World Banking, P.O. Box 1691, Grand
Central Station, New York, New York 10017 U.S.A.
or,
Barbara Reno, World Council of Credit Unions, 1120 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036 U.S.A.

PROBLEMS:

PRESENT
ACTION:

FUTURE
ACTION:

PUBLICAffoNS :

·inaccessibility of loans and money to women with no collateral
from regular lending institutions;
.no money available to the "poorest of the poor;"
·lack of women skilled in money administration, and no opportunities
to provide women with these necessary skills;
-exclusion of women from the existing criteria regarding creditworthiness due to a combination of cultural and economic factors.
-establishment of Women's World Banking to initiate a loan guarantee mechanism to generate financ,ng of women's income-producing
activities;
·establishment of national networks to work for the redirection of
financial resources and technical assistance to women in their own
countries;
·initiate work through existing credit unions to promote special
loan prograrm,es or to establish women's credit unions where
·appropriate;
•identify individuals, programmes, and materials in the technical
assistance area at the local and national level.
-identify individuals and groups working in the area of women and
credit at both the research and project level;
-compile and make available a data bank on successful systems and
mechanisms which promote provision of credit and loans to women;
-encourage the adaptation of new and existing credit mechanisms
and delivery systems to respond more directly to women's individual
situations;
'
-develop outlets, such as periodic publications, or articles for
publication in existing periodicals, for dissemination of information on individuals/groups and proj ects related to work on women
credit, and money management.
'
Report on Copenhagen, 1980 N.G.O. Mid-Decade Forum oroceedinas
regarding women, money management , and credit will be available
1 from above contact address.
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PURPOSE:

To aid in the mobilisation of support and solidarity within the
WOQ1en' s movement on an i nterna ti ona l seal e, when needed, for the
struggles and actions of women, and to rapidly spread information
about international feminist actions and demonstrations .

SCOPE:

International

CONTACT:

Jane Cottingham, ISIS, Via della Pelliccia 31, 00153 Rome, Italy;
Marilee Karl, ISIS, Case Postale 301, 1227 Carouge, Geneva, Switz .

PROBLEMS:

·lack of public awareness on an international scale about court
cases, public demonstrations, employment issues, rape and
physical abuse, forced sterilisation, etc.;
• lac k of effective means of channeling this information to concerned individuals and groups;
·inadequate collaboration among local and national women's groups
-insufficient and distorted media coverage of women's issues.
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FUTURE
ACTION:

PUBLICATIONS :

•outreach to women around the world to strengthen and expand the
capabilities of an international feminist advocacy network;
·promote greater public awareness about injustices affecting women
in order to promote change in existing structures;
•disseminate information to women suffering from political,
legal, and economic injustices;
-provide channel of communication for individuals and groups
see king to mobilise support, or to campaign on issues of critical concern to women;
•suggest sources of information or persons who could support individuals/groups at the local/national level;
.provi de outlet and structure for dissemination on/about issues
not dealtwithin the establi shed media channels .
-encourage the formation and collaboration of groups at local and
national levels on issues of mutual concern;
-create greater awareness among women of the resources and support
available to them through the IFN.
Information about the IFN activities is regularly reported on in
the ISIS Bulletin, a quarterly news publication. There will be a
special issue of the ISIS Bulletin appearing this autumn (Issue #16)
fe aturing the IFN.

T

PURPOSE:

To create a broader information base and awareness of employment
and trade union practices and policies as they affect W<?men,_in
order to mobilise an international thrust towards removing discriminatory practices and encourage greater partic~p~tion o'.
women in the trade unions, particularly at the decision-making
1eve 1 .

SCOPE:

International

CONTACT:

Amelia Rokotuivuna, c/o YWCA, Box 534, Suva, Fiji

PROBLEMS:

·low participation of women, particularly at decision-making
level, in trade unions;
·inadequate definition of work thus ignoring women's contributions
to GNP, and thereby excluding consideration of women's economic
role from national development planning;
·low level of awareness among women of their economic role, contributions, and options;
,low level of awareness among women's organisations of their potential role in organising women to promote fair labour practices
at the local level;
•inadequate provision of support services necessary to promote
greater participation of women in the labour force;
·inadequate exchange of experiences and information among women in
different countries about problems and successes in organising
women and promoting better employment practices and pol.icies.

PRESENT
ACTION:

FUTURE
ACTION:

PUBLICATIONS:

-establish contact with women who are (1) engaged in research on
employment and women, and (2) organising women in trade . union
activities;
·
•exchange bibliographies, study papers, critical reviews in the
field of women and trade unions;
·review existing educational materials available to women on employment and trade union activities;
·identify examples or successful employment organising activities
by women.
-organi~e training programme~ fo~ women and women's organisations
on their present and potential impact on trade unions·
·develop ca~e st~dies of successful examples of women ;rganising
for economic gain;
,develop educational materials on the benefits of initiating and/or
participating in trade unions with emphasis on how to do it.
None at present.
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PURPOSE:

To bring together people, data, and resources in an effort to
b~e~k down the isolation of local groups and to strengthen ind1v~dual efforts to combat the negative effects of global corporations on women's lives (particularly in agribusiness, and the
electronics and textile industries).

SCOPE:

International.

CONTACT:

Women's Network on Global Corporations, 80 Prospect Avenue,
San Fransisco, California 94110 U.S.A.

PROBLEMS:

·isolation of local women's groups organising around health,
safety, unionisation efforts, plant shut-downs, employment and
wage discrimination, etc.;
·lack of research and information about these issues accessible
to those who might use it;
-low level of awareness that the problems and issues of primary
concern to women working in global corporations are struggles
shared by women in every region and country.

PRESENT
ACTION:

FUTURE
ACTION:

PUBLICATIONS:

-establish a clearinghouse for information on research and conferences, etc. to encourage the assessment and recognition of
the common needs of women working in global corporations;
-establish contact with other networks that share a concern
about the impact of global corporations on women workers;
·collaborate with groups working on the organisation and analysis
of relevant research;
-contact and initiate information exchange with groups and individuals actively organising, primarily farm-workers, textile
and electronics industry workers;
.reach out to labour unions, women's organisations, and field
programmes internationally.
•form an active network for the exchange of information and to
provide extensive support mechanisms reaching women in Third
World and Western countries;
.assist in fund-raising efforts, provide technical assistance
in organising activities, media development,advocacy,and project support;
·concentrate efforts in a proposed project focusing on women
and agribusiness.
Directory of Resources on Women and Global Corporations, American
Friends Service Committee, Nationwide Women's Program. A compilation of publications, periodicals, organisations, media materials.
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PURPOSE:

To form a support network for women in the arts throughout the
world; to provide opportunities for women in the arts to meet
regularly, share their creativity, and display their work at
an international level.

SCOPE:

International.

CONTACT:

Annalise Hansen, Coordinator, KIK, Niels Henningsengade 8, 2nd
Floor, 1153 Copenhagen, Denmark.

PROBLEMS:

-isolation of women in the arts from one anothe·r, as well as
from the broader artistic community;
·inadequate financial support for ·women in the arts, as well
as lack of access to grants and other forms of economic support due to the low visibility accorded them;
·inadequate understanding of problems faced by women involved
in all areas of artistic efforts;
•lack of opportunity for getting together to share common needs
and aspirations;
·lack of opportunities for giving visibility to the achievements
and talents of women in the arts.

PRESENT
ACTION:

FUTURE
ACTION:

PUBLICATIONS:

1
2

·publish the report of the International Festival ~f Women in
the Arts (IFWA) held in Copenhagen concurrently with the UN
World Conference and the NGO Mid-Decade Forum. The report will
emphasise participation by a wide spectrum of women in the arts
including writers, painters, sculptors, photographers, dancers,
musicians, performers, and craftswomen;
•establish an international contact point in Copenhagen;
·initiate action for the establishment of national contact
points that would coordinate activities at an international
level through the Copenhagen contact;
·discuss feasibility of another IFWA to be held in the next 3 years;
·collect names and addresses of all women who took part in IFWA in
Copenhagen, with the view to establishing an international mailing
list for better corrmunication and coordination of international
activities in the arts.
·form an international association with autonomous national associations as members;
·sponsor another International Festival of Women in the Arts;
-monitor and follow-up issues raised in Copenhagen.
Report on the Copenhagen, July 1980, Internationat Festival of
Women in the Arts (due out in October, l980).
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N:tworks ~ith~n the broad area of "development" are numerous and
wide-ranging in terms of their geographical and subject interests.
There are many that are well-established and have access to financial, material and human resources that you should know about.
These networks can be divided into the broad categories of:

1

REGIONAL NETWORKS of individuals/groups whose interests and expertise are centred on general
issues affecting a particular geographic area;

2

SUBJECT-SPECIFIC NETWORKS of individuals/groups
whose interests and expertise are focused o~
particular disciplines, such as health, training,appropriate technology, etc.

S

PROFESSIONAL NETWORKS of individuals/groups who
share information aboijt their specialty areas, such as health professionals,journalists, com- \
munity development workers, independence movements, etc.

4

.FUNDING NETWORKS which include the wide-range of
organisations (international de¼elopment agencies,
United Nations -agencies, foundations, governmental
and non-governmental organisations) that are in
some way involved with contributing (money to development projects.

S

ORGANISATIONAL NETWORKS of individuals within
the same organisation, frequently with different expertise and working at different levels,
who share a common concern which is based within the operational function of that organisation.

Within the five categories, there is a great deal of ~r~ss:over! and
becoming familiar with one networ)< often l e~ds to familiar, ty with
others. In this way they~ become pot:n!ial sources of: \1) information· (2) technical assistance and training; (3~ prof:ssio~al
devel~pment; (4) wide-rangi~g suppor~ sometimes in a fi -nancial sense,
sometimes in· the form of advice or valuable referrals.
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TALK with people in your community or with whom you work.
Ask for names and addresses of individuals/groups involved in projects similar to yours.
I

T.'\LK o'r write to government ministries, university personnel, and non-governmental organisation personnel in
your area. 1 Try to learn if they are networking and, if
so, with whom.
LOO K AT directories, resource books, informational brochures, etc. to locate additional names and addresses of
people you should know about.
WRITE letters requesting information from groups/individuals you've identified. When possible, a personal visit
is most effective. REMEMBER, whenever you talk or write
to anyone, ask for additional names of individuals/groups
that you should be in touch with, as well as their suggestions for resource materials that will help you uncover more network members.
SEND any publications, notices, or materials that you
produce or, that describe your organisation, project, or
interests. Ask that you be put an their mailing list
to receive their free publications regularly . If you
have regular publications, ask them if they would be interested in establishing an exchange agreement with you.
ASK for advice from groups you've learned about, and begin exchanging materials. This strengthens the process
of building an information and contact base that is so
important to good networking.
INVITE people or groups you are in contact with to drop
in on your organisation or project when they are in your
area.
ATTEND conferences, seminars, and workshops at which the
people with whom you've begun to networ k will be present,
particularly regfonal meetings.
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The _following list is a selection of regional organisations
that a~e either woman-specific or that have a strong women's component
_ to their p~ogrammes. They are both inter-governmental and non-governmental: Not listed here, but not to be overlooked, are the women's international no~-governmental organisations. They have most useful worldwide,
form~l and informal networks of long standing. A list of them may be
obtained from: Virginia Saurwein, IESA/OUSG, Rm.l850A, United Nations,
New York, 10017 USA.
An excellent directory, but now dated, is the International Directory
of Women's Development Organisations, distributed by the Office of Women in
Development, AID, Rm 3243, Washington, D.C. 20523 USA. There are plans for
an updated edition of this in the near future. Please send additions or
corrections to them. (NOTE: WID means Women In Development)

Afric.a,:
AFRICA REGIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE FOR WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT (ARCC)
A coordinating mechanism for the Council of Ministers of the UN Economic
Corm,ission for Africa for ~JID programmes for the MULPOC's.*
Chairperson: t1ne. Tsanga, Minister for Social Affairs, Yaounde, Cameroons.
AFRICAN TRAINING AND RESEARCH CENTRE FOR WOMEN (ATRCW)
Director: Ms. Mary Tadesse, UNECA, Box 3001, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
ASSOCIATION OF AFRICAN WOMEN FOR RESEARCH IN DEVELOPMENT (AAWORD)
Chairperson: i~arie Angelique Savane, c/o Famille et Developpement, B.P.
11007, Dakar, Senegal.
·
PAN AFRICAN WOMEN'S ORGANISATION (PAWO)
President: Mme. Victorine Okotaka, l rue Sid Ali Aouf, (Ex-barra), Beo,
Algiers, Algeria.
UNICEF EASTERN AFRICA REGIONAL OFFICE
Women's Prograrm,e Officer: Virginia Hazzard, P.O.Box 44145, Nairobi, Kenya.
UNICEF WESTERN AFRICA REGIONAL OFFICE:
Women's Programme Officer: Marie Toure Ngom, B.P. 443, Abidjan, Cote D'Ivoire.
Directories of use in finding national and local women's organisations
and national machineries:
ATRCW. Directory of African Women's Organisations. Addis Ababa, 1980.
National, Subre ional, and Re ional Machineries for WID:Re art and
Directory. Addis Ababa, 979.
.
* MULPOC's means the multi-na!ional programme units of_the United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa (UN~ECA). There are five of them, all
situated in different parts of Africa.
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ASIAN AND PACIFIC CENTRE FOR WOMEN AND DEVELOPMENT (APCWD)
Director: Ms . Padma Ramachandra , c/o APDC, P.O . Box 2444, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia .
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ASIAN CHURCH WOMEN'S CONFERENCE (ACWC)
c/o St. Stephan's Home , 4 Rajpur Road, Delhi 110 054, India.
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ASIAN WOMEN'S INSTITUTE (AWi)
Coordinator~ ~r. E.I. Shipstone, Lucknow Publishing House, 37 Cantonment
Road, Luchnow, India .
PACIFIC AND ASIAN WOMEN'S FORUM
Convenor: Kamla Bhasin, Bangkok Apartment 405, 588/3 Petchuri Road,
Bangkok 4, Thailand .
PACIFIC CONFERENCE OF CHURCH ES
Women's Programme Officer: Unisi Matawalu, P.O.Box 208, Suva, Fiji.
PAN PACIFIC AND SOUTH EAST ASIAN WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION (PPSEAl·JA)
President: Annie Williams , P. O.Box 582, Suva, Fiji.
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UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC, CENTRE FOR APPLIED STUDIES IN DEVELOPMENT
WID Programme Officer : Claire Slatter, Box 1168, Suva, Fiji.
l·JORLD YlKA
South Pacific Regional Secretary: Ruth Lechte, Box 623, Nadi, Fiji.

Inver
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A useful directory for national and local women's organisations is:
APCWD. APCWD Women's Resource Book, 1979. New York , IWTC, 1980.

cattibbean:
CARIBBEAN CHURCH WOMEN'S PROGRAMME (CCW)
President: Ms. Dorritt Bent, P.O.Box 527, Kingston 10, Jamaica,W . I.
CARIBBEAN COMMUNITY (CARICOM)
Women's Affairs Officer: Magda Pollard, P.O . Box 607, 3rd floor, Bank of
Guyana Building, Avenue of the Republic, Georgetown, Guyana.
CARIBBEAN WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION (CARIWA)
President : Ms . ' Olga Byrne, 284 Forshaw Street, Queenstown, Georgetown, Guyana .
CHRISTIAN ACTION FOR DEVELOPMENT IN THE CARIBBEAN (CADEC/CCC)
P.O.Box 616, Bridgetown, Barbados, W.I.
WOMEN AND DEVELOPMENT UNIT (WAND)
Tutor/Co-ordinator: Ms . Peggy Antrobus, Extra Mural Department, University
of the West Indies, Cave Hill Campus, Bridgetown, Barbados, W.I.
!

A useful directory to national and local women's organisations which
will be updated · in 1981 is: WA~D. Caribbean Women's Resource Book 1978. New
York, IWTC. 1978 . ( Out-of-print until updated).
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latin a111,ri~a:
CENTRO MULTINACIONAL DE LA. MUJER DE INVESTIGACION DE LA CIM
Directora: Dr. Hilda Eva Chamorro Greca de Prado Av.Velez Sarsfield 153,
Universidad de Cordoba, 5000 Cordoba, Arg;n~ina.
COMMI~ION ECONOM~CA PARA AMERICA LATINA (CEPAL)
Coord1nadora, Un1dad para la Integracion de las t1ujeres en el Desarrollo:
Srta. Irma Garcia Chafadet, Casilla 179-D, Santiago , Chile.
CONSEJO INTERAMERICANA DE MUJERES (CIM/OEA)
President: Carmen Delgado Votaw, 1735 I Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20006
USA.
INSTITUTO INTERAMERICANA DE CIENCIAS AGRICOLAS (IICA)
Women's Programme Officer: Jan Hurwitch, Apartado 55, Coronado, Provincia
San Jose, Costa Rica.
Directories of use in finding national and local women's organisations
include the following:
CEPAL. Integracion de la Mujer en el Desarrollo de America Latina:Directorio:
instituciones, actividades, recursos humanos. Santiago, Chi l e, CEPAL,
1979. 246p.
Inventorio de Proyectos sabre Integracion de la Mujer al Deiarrollo en
Latino America . Santiago, Chile, CEPAL, 1978 .

Micldlt cast
INSTITUTE FOR !~OMEN'S STUDIES IN THE ARAB WORLD
Director: Julinda Abu-Nasr, P.O.Box 11-4080, Beirut University College,
Beirut, Lebanon.
UNITED NATIONS ECO~OMIC COMMISSION FOR WESTERN ASIA
vJomen's Programme Officer: Thoraya Shariff, P.O.Box 4656, Nabil Adel Building,
Bir Hassan, Beirut, Lebanon.

Delegations from 145 nations came together 14-31 July 1980 in
Copenhagen to review progress on the 1975 World Plan of A~tion
and to promulgate a Progra111T1e of Action for the Second Half of
the Decade for Women.* The final document is a 218-paragraph
guide for use by governments, intergovernmental, and nongovernmental organisations (NG0's). Recommendations on employment, health, and education, themes of the Conference,
emphasise assistance to rural areas and to the poorest, with
major attention also given to assistance to women victims of
apartheid, Palestinian women, refugee, and displaced women.
The Programme of Action, adopted early in the morning of July
31 by a vote of 94 pro, 4 con, and 22 abstentions, is before
the 35th UN General Assembly for action at its September December 1980 session.
The Co ference took separate action on 48 resolutions, included
in its final report to the General Assembly. While many resolutions gave weight to recommendations already in the Programme,
others dealt with such issues as violence, drugs, forced prostitution, the young, the. old, the disabled, nuclear testing, extreme conditions in specific countries and areas, the Voluntary
Fund for the Decade, increasea resources for UN women's programmes, and a 1985 World Conference to assess the Decade.
The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women was another focal point of action.
During the Conference, 57 governments signed it, bringing the
present total to 75 signitories. Ratification by 20 states is
required to bring the Convention into force. Five have now ratified or acceded to it. A Conference resolution calls for speedy
ratification by the remaining states.
The role of non-governmental organisations in the formulation
and implementation of plans for the Decade was apparent in
statements issued by some of the 142 organisations present who
were officially represented by 435 observers. NG0's shared the
concern of the Conference delegates for international economic
and political inequities, interference and domination which the
Programme of Action views as basic to discrimination on grounds
of sex. It states that elimination of these conditions and
achieving peace are prerequisite to development and essential
to realising the goals of the Decade for Women: Equality, Development, and Peace.
*Contained in the Programme of Action, A/Conf.94/34 or
A/Conf.94/34/Add 1.
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From 14-24
h 8,000 women from 127 countries
. met ,at
A
U . July. 1980
. more tan
mager niversity in Copenhagen, Denmark to participate in the MidDecade Forum, the non-governmental conference which paralleled the
World Conference for the UN Decade for Women. The more than l ,000
workshops,_panels ~nd roundtables that took place during the nined~y gathering provided the opportunity for women from all walks of
life to shar~ experiences, information and resources, to challenge
one_another in an exchange of ideas, and to join together for collective
action.
The iss~e~ ?f women worldwide which provided the focal point for action
and activities covered the gamut of concerns from women in the political
process, media,_f~minist health networking and disarmament to appropriate
tec~n?logy, religion, money and credit and funding strategies. In
addition, there were numerous workshops dealing with the nine major
themes_of the conference: equality, development, peace, health, education,
employment, racism/apartheid, racism/sexism, migrants and refugees, and
the family in a changing society. Discussions and debates were not 1
confined to the university classrooms but spilled over into the corridors
and courtyards as was evidenced in a multitude of displays, posters,
banners, pamphlets, notices, demonstrations and informal gatherings of
women which seemed to mushroom everywhere. The spirit of the Forum was
most aptly captured in the slogan which appeared on a button many women
wore: "The time will come when you will hear US!" If the initial
response to the Forum is any indication of what is to come, the time is
now.
The Forum may well serve as an important springboard for action
during the second half of the Decade for Women.

~~•vi.~ci&.1

At the request of the NGO Forum Planning Convnittee, IWTC personnel staffed
VIVENCIA! (a Spanish word that means: "an experience that becomes part of
life"). The area was designed to provide an on-going support and information
service for individuals and groups to create instant workshops or activities
emphasi__zing practical appr?aches to.major issu~s and to explore human
and material resources. During the nine day period, VIVENCIA! hosted over
370 separate activities, more than 130 films and slide shows, and daily
noontime cultural events featuring performers from around the world.
VIVENCIA! became a place to strength~n group e'.f?rts_as well as to satisfy
individual priorities. The Informat~on and Puo~ications Centre handled a
daily average of 500 reference ques!i?ns on vari?us asp~c!s_of women and
development. Ongoing displays, femi~ist networkin~ a~tiyities, wo:k~h?ps
and audio visual presentations cove~ing numerous discipl'.n~s were initiated,
while women from Africa, Latin America and the South Pacific met regularly
to define regional priorities and plan follow-up progra11111es to the Forum.
These and other individual and group effor!s and contributions are detailed
in the Mid-Decade Forum follow-up publications to be produced by IWTC. For
more information, see pages 30 - 32 ·

1wrc Ae YOU:
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The International Women's Tribune Centre
going information/communication services
We think it's important to re-state them
we're doing and the ways in which we can

(IWTC) provides a wide range of onto women in developing countries.
periodically, so that you know what
provide assistance in your work .

It is important, also, to remember that our effectiveness depends on your input,
and that our ability to assist women in their project efforts depends on your
willingness to assist us.
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1. Add your name

to our mailin$ list
receive the IWTC quarterly newsletter
on a regular basis.

Send us the names of persons in
your country who you think would
find the newsletter of use.

•

2.-Answer questions regarding recent
publications and research related to
specific issues in the women and
development field.

'

* 3.

I

Provide technical assistance and
training in the development and
production of low-cost, highly
visual media for your projects or
organization.

* 4-low-cost
Assist in the establishment of
resource centres for

I*

women and development efforts.

S. Collaborate

on the preparation
of publications and/or audio-visual
materials to act as a follow-up to
workshops, conferences or projects.

.,

b. Devise

a communication strategy
for your .project or organization to
ensure the ongoing exchange of ideas
and experiences among your members.

Send us your newsletters,
reports, research studies, and/or
training materials in the women
and development field.
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11. open
service

Send us information on the kinds
of educational and training materials you are developing or would
find useful to have in your work.

New Yo

Send us the names of organizations which currently provide you
with information materials useful
to your work.

12. sugg
may fi

Keep us informed about national,
regional or international conferences you know about or are
participating in, as well as any
reports or participant lists
resulting from these gatherings.
Let us know of new projects or
programmes you are planning to
initiate and information on your
current- activities.
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7.proJects
S:nd you_i~formation on peqple doing
s1m1la~ to the one you're
currently_plann1ng or working on--and
when possible, send you names of
people in your own region.

anetworks
Link you or your organization with
that can be a source of
technical and informational support
to your efforts.
~. Answer your specific questions
regarding funding or proposal
writing as they apply to your
work including critiquing proposals you send us.

·f

Correspond with us regularly
about your work in women and
development. IWTC maintains a
Pt~ject Data Bank which lists
800 projects. Your input is
critical to its maintenance and
and growth.
Keep us informed about the
new networks you've initiated,
joined or identified.
Let us know about your need9/
problems in finding funding for
and/or implementing your projects.
This information enables IWTC to
do the necessary fact~finding and
research to improve our services
to you.

10.send

Send us information on training
materials, activities and ideas
you find most useful in your project work so that we can share
this information with others.

11. open

Let us know in advance when yoJ
or a member of your organization is
planning to be in New York and what
specific needs you have and/or
people/organizations you would like
to meet.

12. suggest

Inform us in advance of your
workshop, the activities planned,
and the kinds of resources you would
like to see made available to your
participants.

you information on low-cost
reference and training materials,
periodicals and audio-visual
materials that are useful to
project efforts in the women
and development field.
up IWTC files and personal
services to you if you come to
New York City, as well as arrange
appointments and meetings with
various development professionals
and funding organizations in the
New York City/Washington area.
various resources you
may find useful in your workshops,
including the provision of bulk
copies of the IWTC newsletter.
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In addition to quarterly newsletters in Spanish and English, IWTC produces a
wide range of publications, most via collaborative efforts with women's groups
throughout the developing world. Intended as support of women's activities
internationally, these publications include: (1) Regional Resource Books,
(2) Resource Directories, (3) Occasional Papers, (4) Fact Sheets, (5) Workbooks, and (6) Slide/tape sets. Price and ordering information for IWTC
productions are on ~age 32 of the newsletter .
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1. APC~/0 WOMEil' S RESOURCE BOOK 1979 updates the 1978 edition, both produced in

collaboration with the United Nations Asian and Pacific Centre from Women
in Development. Sections includ~: (a) APCWD Information, (b) Regional
Groups, (c) Country Directory of Regional Women's Organizations, and
(d) Funding and Technical Assistance. CURRENTLY AVAILABLE.
2. CARIBBEAN RESOURCE BOOK FOCUSING ON WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT, published in 1978

;, W
tr,lEN

in collaboration with the Women and Development Unit fWAND), Barbados.
To be revised during 1981. Sections include: (a) Regional Women's Organizations and Projects, (b) Caribbean Bibliography, (c) Funding and Technical
Assistance, and (d) Regional Plan of Action. OUT OF PRINT.
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3. INFORMATION KIT FOR WOMEN IN AFRICA, produced collaboratively with the African

Training and Research Centre for Women and Development, UN/ECA, in Ethiopia,
covers: (a) Funding and Technical Assistance, (b) Selected Women's Projects
in Africa, (c) Annotated Listing of ATRCI~ publications, and (d) 1Infonnation on ATRCW. AVAILABLE: October, 1980.

4. MID-DECADE GUIDE FOR ACTION, a fol low-up publication to the non-governmental
Mid-Decade Forum in Copenhagen, includes lists of workshops, roundtables,
resource people, and reports of major findings and discussions. Organized
by major themes of the Forum, the guide includes relevant sections of the
1975 World Plan of Action, the 1980 Programme of Action, and a chapter
describing women's international networking activities and how to make
contact. AVAILABLE: November, 1980.
5. MID-DECADE RESOURCES FOR ACTION, a bibliography of publications and non-print
materials emphasizing those by or dealing with women in developing countries.
Listing based on materials available at Mid-Decade Forum, including those
produced for the 1980 Conference. Includes: periodicals, books, films,
slide/tape sets, videotapes and other visual media. AVAILABLE: December, 1980.
6. DIRECTORY OF FORUM PARTICIPANTS will list, by region, the names and addresses
of the 8,000 participants registered at the Forum. AVAILABLE: October, 1980.
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7. DEVELOPING STRATEGIES FOR THE FUTURE:
I
International Femi .
FEMINIST PERSPECTIVES reports on the
1980, and includesn~!t Workshop at Stony Point, New York, April 20 - 25,
th e Bangkok Workshop, "Feminist Ideology and
Structures in the Fir~t~
Topi cs include. women nd a of the Decade for l~omen", June 23 - 30, 1979.
networking redirect· a d~velopment, the role of the women's movement,
insti tuti o~s. CURREN~~? ;~~i~BLf~cesses ,, and government structures and

f~

8

· CAR!B:~;~g~O~!~tMO~E FORWARD: '.HE GU'.ANA_APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY EXPERIENCE,
on Women
see~, summarizes highlights of the January, 1980 workshop
tions on 's Appro~riate Technolo~y and Rural Development. Features secand where i~a!~z~esf me th0 d?l?gi~s, tech~ologies, follow-up publications
.
e or specific infonnation on each project component
0ne copy available
free per request. AVAILABLE: September, 1980.
·

ffOlltlOOH :
9. WOMEN IN ~CTION: TH~ LATIN AMERICAN PROJECT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL, in Spanish
only'. is a practical "how-to-do-it" guide to project development in Latin
Jlmerica. Includes sections on setting objectives, information and data
collection, identifying and using human and material resources, and participatory techniques for planning and evaluation. AVAILABLE: October , 1980.

10. WOMEN OF THE WO~LD MEET TOGETHER: COPENHAGEN FORUM 1980 is a visual and
verbal description of the activities, events and issues at the nongovernmental meeting in Copenhagen, the Fo~um, held parallel to the
UN Conference of the Decade for Women. AVAILABLE: October, 1980.
11. ~!OMEN AT THE MID-DECADE: \•!HERE DO WE STAND? synthesizes an analysis of major
findings of the 86-nation study on the roles and status of women worldwide,
undertaken by the Secretariat of the World Conference of the UN Decade
for Women. AVAILABLE: November, 1980.
12 . THE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR TRIBUNE, 1975 provides an issue-oriented
overview of the 1975 non-governmental meeting in Mexico City during
International Women's Year. Critical development concerns are highlighted
as women seek to share more fully and equally in shaping the events that
vitally affect their lives. CURRENTLY AVAILABLE.
13 . CARIBBEAN WOMEN SPEAK OUT, a "visual sketch" of the June 1977 governmental
seminar held jn Jamaica on "The Integration of Women in National Development in .the Caribbean," illustrates the , roles and priorities of women
seeking more equal participation in mainstream development efforts.
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE.
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14. CARIBBEAN WOMEN ON THE MOVE 1980 illustrates Caribbean vJOmen's efforts to
become more actively involved in their countries' development processes.
Major issues and struggles of Caribbean women are highlighted within
an international context of women's role in development. AVAILABLE:
November, 1980.
15. DECLARATION OF AMERICAN WOMEN reflects the key issues and ideas expressed
at the 7 1977 United States National Worrten's Conference in Houston, Texas.
Narrative is the Declaration read at the Conference by Jean Stapleton,
roretta Scott King and Lupe Anguiano. CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
16. WOMEN AND APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY: THE GUYANA EXPERIENCE, provides an overview of the various technologies introduced, training activities undertaken and needs identified at the Women, Appropriate Technology and
Rural Development ~Jorkshop in Guyana, January, 1980. Emphasis is on the
use of appropriate tecnnology as a basis for income-generating activities
for women. CURRENTLY AVAILABLE.

Pub#

Price

l*

$6.00

2*

Quantitt

Total
Due

OUT Of PRINT

Pub#

Price

9*

$5.00

10

$50.00

3*

$8.00

11

$50.00

4

$5.00

12

$40.00

5

$5.00

13

$40.00

6

$4 . 00

14

$40.00

7

$4.00

15

$40.00

8**

$0.50

16

$50.00

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER, MADE OUT TO:
International Women's Tribune Centre
305 E. 46th Street, 6th Floor
New York, New York 10017 U.S.A.

Total
Due

Quan tit.}'.

GRAND TOTAL

$

*Resource books are in loose-leaf format with hard cove~ for ease in addinq and
' subtracting information. They are free to women from the regions involved; **1st
copy free, per request. Additional copies @$.50 ea. w1tn m1n1mum order ot tour.

